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Aladdin and the wonderful lamp

TITLE

Aladdin and the wonderful lamp.

VARIANT TITLE

Title from page 1 
Aladdin, and the wonderful lamp. 
Title from advertisement 
Aladdin. 

PUBLISHED

London : George Routledge & Sons, [1872].  

PRINTED

London ; Manchester ; New York : Kronheim & Co. 

SERIES

Routledge's new sixpenny toy books : 99 

PRICE

6d. 
1s. : mounted on cloth 

AUTHOR

Evans, Edmund (engraver)  
George Routledge & Sons (publisher)  
Kronheim & Co. (printer)  

TYPOLOGY

Toy book 

DESCRIPTION

Size 
23,7x18,2 cm 
Format and pagination 
4° : 12 ll. : 6 leaves of text, [6] leaves of plates : col. ill. 
Signatures 
A/C  
Signatures note 
Gathering A/B/C: A , B , C  
1 gathering, sewn (binding thread between B2.3), C2.3 pasted to B2.3, pages of text paginated
1-6 
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Covers 
Upper wrapper uniform for the series, printed in red, blue and black (see variants for paper
colour); decorated frame with roundels and acanthus leaves and typographic title; outside
the decorated frame, at head: "PRICE SIXPENCE, OR MOUNTED ON CLOTH, ONE
SHILLING."; on top of the frame, plain, blank on red, outlined in black: "Aunt Mavor's Toy
Books."; at foot, inside the frame: "GEORGE ROUTLEDGE & SONS."; outside the frame, at
foot, printer's caption (see variants for details); specific for this title: at centre, title: "[blue,
outlined in black, fancy] ALADDIN | [inserted in a sun-shaped roundel, sided by two star and
crescent motifs, blank on red] AND | THE | [blue, outlined in black, fancy] WONDERFUL |
[red, outlined in black and decorated in blue, fancy] LAMP" 
Lower wrapper uniform for the series, printed in black (see variants for paper colour) with
publishers' advertisements: "[Standard quote dated Dec. 23, 1870] | ROUTLEDGE'S | NEW
SIXPENNY TOY BOOK. | BEAUTIFULLY PRINTED IN COLOURS BY | MESSRS.
LEIGHTON BROTHERS, KRONHEIM & CO., VINCENT BROOKS, EDMUND EVANS, AND
DALZIEL BROTHERS. | [two columns, first: 37-40, *41-42, 43-46, *48, 50-54,*55-57, 58-68;
second: 69-70, *71-74, 75-78, *79-84, *86-87, *92, 93-102] | The above, except those marked
with an asterisk (*), may be had strongly mounted on cloth, price One Shilling each. |
LONDON: GEORGE ROUTLEDGE & SONS." 
Illustrations 
6 illustrations, unsigned, engraved and signed by Evans, relief-printed in colour by Kronheim 
Text printed on one side of the sheet only in black 
Source for attribution 
Signature (engraver, inside illustrations) 
Statement of responsibility (printer)
Source for date 
Advertisements 
List of titles on lower wrapper 
Between 1860 and 1869, publishers' advertisements listed this title as no. 19 of Aunt Mavor's
toy books (see pcb2631) 
Listed in Routledge's wholesale catalogue of July 1872 as no. 99 of Routledge's new sixpenny
toy books series and listed as such until 1882 

NOTES

Printed on one side of the sheet only; first and last page pasted to upper and lower wrappers 
Title and publication information from upper wrapper, which serves as title page, and from
lower wrapper publishers' advertisements 

PRINTING TECHNIQUES

Chromo-relief 

ADVERTISEMENTS

Athenaeum (October 5, 1872), 448: "List of new books and new editions. [...] Routledge's
sixpenny toys. New volumes. Printed in colours by Kronheim and Evans. Our pets. Aladdin.
Nursery rhymes. Noah's ark alphabet." 

VARIANTS

Variant A 
[1872]: on yellow paper; outside the frame, at foot, printer's caption: "J.M. Kronheim & Co.,
London and Manchester" 
Variant B 
[1872]: on pink paper; outside the frame, at foot, printer's caption: "Kronheim & Co.,
London, Manchester, and New York." 
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BIBLIOGRAPHY

2006 Masaki, I.545-546 (as pre-1868 no. 59), II.C77 (BL: 12806.g.52.) 

COPIES

BL: 12806.g.52. (variant B: [1872]; accession stamp dated 10MA67; same shelfmark for
several boxes of items; reproduced in 2006 Masaki, II.C77; not analysed) 
CUL: 1872.9.45 (not analysed) 
CUL-WaC: Waddleton.b.9.994 (not analysed) 
NAL: 60.W.281 (variant B: [1872]; on upper wrapper, inscription with accession date:
"6.1.73"; dated by NAL as "[approximately 1860]") 
TPL-OsC: FT ARA 1871 (variant A: [1872]; analysed through digital reproductions; Digital
copy) 
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